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Production Servers with server configuration, performance tuning and 
maintenance with outstanding troubleshooting capabilities. Strong technical 
background along with the ability to perform business analysis and write effective 
documentation and specifications.

SEPTEMBER 2010 – SEPTEMBER 2013
SENIOR SQL SERVER DEVELOPER/REPRESENTATIVE - ABC 
CORPORATION

 Worked on the data mapping between the data sources and the destination 
data models.

 Designed to perform new and renewal business on loans based on the details 
like company contact activities, financial accounts, and transfer data from 
different databases to SQL Server.

 Performed various transformations and then loading all the relevant data into a 
data mart and generates reports to analyze performance.

 Worked with business analysts and users to understand the requirement.
 Involved in Development and Coding of SSIS packages for Wholesale Credit 

Data Mart And Infrastructure Reporting (WCDIR) Project Involved in Data 
Extraction from various System of Records (SORs) like ORACLE, SQL Server, 
teradata and Flat Files for the Wholesale Credit Risk Data Warehouse.

 Designed and Developed ETL Process for integrating data from sources like 
Excel, CSV, Flat Files, Web Services, XML Source and SQL Server.

 Designed packages which utilized tasks and transformations such as execute 
sql task, execute process task, send mail task, ftp task, execute package task, 
xml task, data flow task, sequence container, for each loop container, lookup, 
aggregate, expression, ole db command, and derived column.

2007 – 2010
SENIOR SQL SERVER DEVELOPER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Building SQL [] cluster environments on VMware or Physical windows Performed 
installations of SQL [] on clustered and standalone servers Upgradtions of sql 
server versions and applying patches and hot fixes.

 Involved in development &amp;Deployment of SSAS Cubes and Monitor Full and
Incremental loads and support any issues.

 Created SSIS packages for File Transfer from one location to the other using FTP 
task with Master SSIS Package to run all other packages Adding nodes to 
already existing clustered servers as a part of data loadHigh availability 
Configured Transactional Replication and Log Shipping with SQL Server 
Management Implementation of SQL server logins, Roles and Authentication 
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modes as a part of security policies.
 Identified and Defined Key Performance Indicators in SSAS Work on weekly 

Issues reports which are generated as a part of infrastructure setup.
 Implemented error handling in TSQL procedures using Try catch and 

implemented complex business logic in the procedure for better performance.
 Tuned the existing the procedure by redesigning the logic for better 

performance and Created T-SQL scripts like Store Procedures, CTE, Functions, 
Indexes and other database objects.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your 
current role.

EDUCATION

BS in Computer Engineering - (South Tehran Azad University)

SKILLS

Troubleshooting, Documentation.
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